
The works of John Le Carré 

The Smiley series 
 

A Call for the Dead  (1961) 

 

John le Carré classic novels deftly 

navigate readers through the intricate 

shadow worlds of international 

espionage with unsurpassed skill and 

knowledge, and have earned him -- and 

his hero, British Secret Service Agent 

George Smiley, who is introduced in this, his first novel -- 

unprecedented worldwide acclaim.  

 

George Smiley had liked Samuel Fennan, and now Fennan 

was dead from an apparent suicide. But why? Fennan, a 

Foreign Office man, had been under investigation for 

alleged Communist Party activities, but Smiley had made 

it clear that the investigation -- little more than a routine 

security check -- was over and that the file on Fennan 

could be closed. The very next day, Fennan was found 

dead with a note by his body saying his career was 

finished and he couldn't go on. Smiley was puzzled... 

 

A Murder of Quality  (1962) 

 

George Smiley was simply doing a favor 

for Miss Ailsa Brimley, and old friend 

and editor of a small newspaper. Miss 

Brimley had received a letter from a 

worried reader: "I'm not mad. And I 

know my husband is trying to kill me." 

But the letter had arrived too late: it's scribe, the wife of 

an assistant master at the distinguished Carne School, was 

already dead.  

 

So George Smiley went to Carne to listen, ask questions, 

and think. And to uncover, layer by layer, the complex 

network of skeletons and hatreds that comprised that 

little English institution. 

 

The Spy Who Came In From the Cold  

(1963) 

 

A thriller about an intelligence agent 

who has decided to put his life of 

espionage behind him, but first there is 

one more dangerous assignment to 

accomplish. 

 

The Looking Glass War  (1965) 

 

How long was it since the Department 

had mounted an operation? Too long. 

Now it has a job on its hands. Uncertain 

evidence suggests Soviet missiles being 

put in place close to the German border, 

while vital film has gone missing and a 

courier is dead. The Department has to find an old hand 

who will prove its mettle. Fred Leiser, a German-speaking 

Pole turned Englishman, once a qualified radio-operator, 

now something in the motor trade, must be called back to 

the colours and sent East... 

 

Tinker, Tailor, Soldier, Spy  (1974) 

 

A modern masterpiece in which le Carré 

expertly creates a total vision of a secret 

world, Tinker, Tailor, Soldier, Spy begins 

George Smiley's chess match of wills 

and wits with Karla, his Soviet 

counterpart.  

 

It is now beyond doubt that a mole, implanted decades 

ago by Moscow Centre, has burrowed his way into the 

highest echelons of British Intelligence. His treachery has 

already blown some of its most vital operations and its 

best networks. It is clear that the double agent is one of 

its own kind. But which one? George Smiley is assigned to 

identify him. And once identified, the traitor must be 

destroyed. 

 



The Honourable Schoolboy  (1977) 

 

George Smiley has become chief of the 

battered British Secret Service. The 

betrayals of a Soviet double agent have 

riddled the spy network. Smiley wants 

revenge. He chooses his weapon: Jerry 

Westerby, 'The Honourable Schoolboy', 

a passionate lover, and a seasoned, reckless secret agent. 

Westerby is pointed east, to Hong Kong. And so begins 

the terrifying game... 

 

Smiley’s People  (1979) 

 
Tell Max that it concerns the 
Sandman… 
 
A very junior agent answers 
Vladimir’s call, but it could have 
been the Chief of the Circus himself. 

No one at the British Secret Service considers the old 
spy to be anything except a senile has-been who 
can’t give up the game — until he’s shot in the face 
at point-blank range. Although George Smiley (code 
name: Max) is officially retired, he’s summoned to 
identify the body now bearing Moscow Centre’s 
bloody imprimatur. As he works to unearth his 
friend’s fatal secrets, Smiley heads inexorably toward 
one final reckoning with Karla — his dark “grail.” 
 

The Secret Pilgrim  (1990) 

 

The Berlin Wall is toppled, the Iron 

Curtain swept aside. The Secret Pilgrim 

is Ned, a decent, loyal soldier of the 

Cold War, who has been in British 

Intelligence' the Circus' all his adult life. 

Now, approaching the end of his career, 

he is forced by the explosions of change to revisit his 

secret years. Ned illuminates the brave past of the 

legendary George Smiley, his hero and mentor who, in 

one unforgettable evening, gives back to him the 

dangerous edge of memory that empowers him finally to 

frame the questions that have haunted him for thirty 

years... 

 

A Legacy of Spies  (2017) 

 

Peter Guillam, staunch colleague and 

disciple of George Smiley of the British 

Secret Service, otherwise known as the 

Circus, is living out his old age on the 

family farmstead on the south coast of 

Brittany when a letter from his old 

Service summons him to London. The reason? His Cold 

War past has come back to claim him. Intelligence 

operations that were once the toast of secret London, and 

involved such characters as Alec Leamas, Jim Prideaux, 

George Smiley and Peter Guillam himself, are to be 

scrutinized by a generation with no memory of the Cold 

War and no patience with its justifications. 

 



Stand-Alone novels 
 

A Small Town in Germany  (1968) 

 

A man is missing. Harting, refugee 

background, a Junior Something in the 

British Embassy in Bonn. Gone with him 

are forty-three files, all of them 

Confidential or above.  

 

It is vital that the Germans do not learn that Harting is 

missing, nor that there's been a leak. With radical 

students and neo-Nazis rioting and critical negotiations 

under way in Brussels, the timing could not be worse -- 

and that's probably not an accident.  

 

Alan Turner, London's security officer, is sent to Bonn to 

find the missing man and files as Germany's past, present, 

and future threaten to collide in a nightmare of violence. 

 

The Naïve and Sentimental Lover  

(1971) 

 

"I have visited bohemia and got away 

unscathed." 

  

Aldo Cassidy is an entrepreneurial 

genius. At thirty-nine, he dominates the 

baby pram market and rewards his success with a custom 

Bentley. But Aldo’s bourgeois life is upended by a chance 

encounter with Shamus — a charismatic writer whose 

first and only novel blazoned across the firmament twenty 

years earlier. The two develop a passionate friendship 

that draws Aldo — smitten also with his new friend’s 

luscious wife — into a life of reckless hedonism that 

threatens to consume them all. 

  

John le Carré’s The Naïve and Sentimental Lover offers a 

dark and ribald send-up of both middle-class bohemian 

pretensions that will astonish and delight his many fans. 

 

The Little Drummer Girl  (1983) 

 

On holiday in Mykonos, Charlie wants 

only sunny days and a brief escape from 

England's bourgeois dreariness. Then a 

handsome stranger lures the aspiring 

actress away from her pals - but his 

intentions are far from romantic. Joseph 

is an Israeli intelligence officer, and Charlie has been 

wooed to flush out the leader of a Palestinian terrorist 

group responsible for a string of deadly bombings. Still 

uncertain of her own allegiances, she debuts in the role of 

a lifetime as a double agent in the "theatre of the real". 

 

A Perfect Spy  (1986) 

 

Magnus Pym, ranking diplomat, has 

vanished, believed defected. The chase 

is on: for a missing husband, a devoted 

father, and a secret agent. Pym's life, it 

is revealed, is entirely made up of 

secrets. 

 

The Russia House  (1989) 

 

British Intelligence recruits a derelict, 

saxophone-playing publisher who visits 

the Moscow Book Fair and stumbles 

across the hottest Soviet defence 

secrets in years. 

 

The Night Manager  (1993) 

 

Jonathan is the orphan son of a hero 

soldier and a veteran of secret 

operations in South Armagh. 

Disenchanted by the army and his 

marriage, he works for the Palace Hotel, 

Zurich. There he meets Richard Roper, 

an illegal arms trader. He must bring Roper to book. 

 

Our Game  (1995) 

 

Tim Cranmer, retired secret servant and 

Larry Pettifer, bored radical don, 

philanderer and for 20 years Tim's 

mercurial double agent against the now 

vanished Communist threat, have an 

unresolved rivalry that dates back 

decades. They follow each other to Moscow and then 

Southern Russia. 

 



The Tailor of Panama  (1996) 

 

Le Carre's Panama is a Casablanca 
without heroes, a hotbed of drugs, 
laundered money and corruption. It 
is also the country which on 
December 31, 1999, will gain full 
control of the Panama Canal.  

 
Seldom has the weight of politics descended so 
heavily on such a tiny and unprepared nation. And 
seldom has the hidden eye of the British Intelligence 
selected such an unlikely champion as Harry Pendel - 
a charmer, a dreamer, an evader, a fabulist and 
presiding genius to the house of Pendel & 
Braithwaite Co. Limitada, Tailors to Royalty, formerly 
of London and presently of Panama City.  
 
Yet there is a logic to the spies' choice, for everybody 
who is anybody in Central America passes through 
Pendel's doors. He dresses politicos and crooks and 
conmen. His fitting room hears more confidences 
than the priest's confessional. And when Harry 
Pendel doesn't hear things as such - well, he hears 
them anyway, by other means.  
 

Single and Single  (1999) 

 

A corporate lawyer from the House of 

Single & Single is shot dead in Turkey. A 

children's entertainer in Devon is hauled 

to his bank late at night to explain a 

monumental influx in cash. A London 

financier disappears into thin air. There 

is a logical connection between these events. 

 

The Constant Gardener  (2000) 

 

Frightening, heartbreaking, and 

exquisitely calibrated, John le Carré's 

new novel opens with the gruesome 

murder of the young and beautiful 

Tessa Quayle near northern Kenya's 

Lake Turkana, the birthplace of 

mankind. Her putative African lover and traveling 

companion, a doctor with one of the aid agencies, has 

vanished from the scene of the crime. Tessa's much older 

husband, Justin, a career diplomat at the British High 

Commission in Nairobi, sets out on a personal odyssey in 

pursuit of the killers and their motive.  

 

A master chronicler of the deceptions and betrayals of 

ordinary people caught in political conflict, le Carré 

portrays, in The Constant Gardener, the dark side of 

unbridled capitalism. His eighteenth novel is also the 

profoundly moving story of a man whom tragedy 

elevates. Justin Quayle, amateur gardener and ineffectual 

bureaucrat, seemingly oblivious to his wife's cause, 

discovers his own resources and the extraordinary 

courage of the woman he barely had time to love. 

 

Absolute Friends  (2003) 

 

Ted Mundy, British soldier's son born 

1947 in the new Republic of Pakistan 

and Sasha, son of an East German 

Lutheran pastor, first meet as students 

in West Berlin in the late 60s, then again 

in the grimy looking-glass of Cold War 

espionage and, most terribly, in the modern world of 

terror. 

 

The Mission Song  (2006) 

 

A naive young interpreter stumbles into 

the heart of an outrageous British plot 

in the astonishing new novel by the 

master of the literary thriller.  

 

Abandoned by both his Irish father and 

Congolese mother, Bruno Salvador (alias Salvo) has long 

looked for someone to guide his life. Enter Mr. Anderson 

of British Intelligence. Bruno's African upbringing and 

fluency in numerous African languages have made him a 

top interpreter in London, useful to businesses, hospitals, 

diplomats -- and spies. Working for Anderson in a 

clandestine facility known as the "Chat Room," Salvo 

translates intercepted phone calls, bugged recordings, 

and snatched voice mail messages. When Anderson sends 

him to a mysterious island to interpret a secret 

conference between Central African warlords, Bruno 

thinks he is helping Britain bring peace to a bloody corner 

of the world. But then he begins to hear things not 

intended for his ears... 

 



A Most Wanted Man  (2008) 

 

A half-starved young Russian man in a 

long black overcoat is smuggled into 

Hamburg at dead of night. He has an 

improbable amount of cash secreted in 

a purse around his neck. He is a devout 

Muslim. Or is he? He says his name is 

Issa. 

 

Annabel, an idealistic young German civil rights lawyer, 

determines to save Issa from deportation. Soon her 

client's survival becomes more important to her than her 

own career -- or safety. In pursuit of Issa's mysterious 

past, she confronts the incongruous Tommy Brue, the 

sixty-year-old scion of Brue Frères, a failing British bank 

based in Hamburg. 

 

Annabel, Issa and Brue form an unlikely alliance -- and a 

triangle of impossible loves is born. Meanwhile, scenting a 

sure kill in the "War on Terror," the rival spies of 

Germany, England and America converge upon the 

innocents. 

 

Our Kind of Traitor  (2010) 

 

Perry and Gail are idealistic and very 

much in love when they splurge on a 

tennis vacation at a posh beach resort in 

Antigua. But the charm begins to pall 

when a big-time Russian money 

launderer enlists their help to defect. In 

exchange for amnesty, Dima is ready to rat out his vory 

(Russian criminal brotherhood) compatriots and expose 

corruption throughout the so-called legitimate financial 

and political worlds. Soon, the guileless couple find 

themselves pawns in a deadly endgame whose outcome 

will be determined by the victor of the British Secret 

Service's ruthless internecine battles. 

 

A Delicate Truth  (2013) 

 

A Delicate Truth opens in 2008. A 

counter-terrorist operation, codenamed 

Wildlife, is being mounted on the British 

crown colony of Gibraltar.  Its purpose: 

to capture and abduct a high-value 

jihadist arms-buyer. Its authors: an 

ambitious Foreign Office Minister, a private defense 

contractor who is also his bosom friend, and a shady 

American CIA operative of the evangelical far-right. So 

delicate is the operation that even the Minister's personal 

private secretary, Toby Bell, is not cleared for it. 

 

Cornwall, UK, 2011. A disgraced Special Forces Soldier 

delivers a message from the dead. Was Operation Wildlife 

the success it was cracked up to be - or a human tragedy 

that was ruthlessly covered up? Summoned by Sir 

Christopher ("Kit"•) Probyn, retired British diplomat, to 

his decaying Cornish manor house, and closely observed 

by Kit's beautiful daughter, Emily, Toby must choose 

between his conscience and duty to his Service. If the only 

thing necessary to the triumph of evil is for good men to 

do nothing, how can he keep silent? 

 

Agent Running in the Field  (2019) 

 

Nat, a 47 year-old veteran of Britain’s 

Secret Intelligence Service, believes his 

years as an agent runner are over. He is 

back in London with his wife, the long-

suffering Prue. But with the growing 

threat from Moscow Centre, the office 

has one more job for him. Nat is to take over The Haven, a 

defunct substation of London General with a rag-tag band 

of spies. The only bright light on the team is young 

Florence, who has her eye on Russia Department and a 

Ukrainian oligarch with a finger in the Russia pie. 

 

Nat is not only a spy, he is a passionate badminton player. 

His regular Monday evening opponent is half his age: the 

introspective and solitary Ed. Ed hates Brexit, hates Trump 

and hates his job at some soulless media agency. And it is 

Ed, of all unlikely people, who will take Prue, Florence and 

Nat himself down the path of political anger that will 

ensnare them all. Agent Running in the Field is a chilling 

portrait of our time, now heartbreaking, now darkly 

humorous, told to us with unflagging tension by the 

greatest chronicler of our age. 

 

Silverview  (2021) 

 

In his last completed novel, John le 

Carré turns his focus to the world that 

occupied his writing for the past sixty 

years — the secret world itself. 

 

“[Le Carré] was often considered one of 



the finest novelists, period, since World War II. It’s not 

that he 'transcended the genre,' as the tired saying goes; 

it’s that he elevated the level of play… [Silverview’s] sense 

of moral ambivalence remains exquisitely calibrated.” —

The New York Times Book Review 

 

Julian Lawndsley has renounced his high-flying job in the 

city for a simpler life running a bookshop in a small English 

seaside town. But only a couple of months into his new 

career, Julian’s evening is disrupted by a visitor. Edward, a 

Polish émigré living in Silverview, the big house on the 

edge of town, seems to know a lot about Julian’s family 

and is rather too interested in the inner workings of his 

modest new enterprise. 

  

When a letter turns up at the door of a spy chief in 

London warning him of a dangerous leak, the 

investigations lead him to this quiet town by the sea . . . 

  

Silverview is the mesmerizing story of an encounter 

between innocence and experience and between public 

duty and private morals. In his inimitable voice John le 

Carré, the greatest chronicler of our age, seeks to answer 

the question of what we truly owe to the people we love. 

 

John le Carré Wikipedia page: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_le_Carr%C3%A9 
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